
IQware Software Overview 

(SECURE/Rule Based Business Intelligence/Master Data Management/Development Tool)

IQware is a new, patented (see US patent #7,322,028) way of doing software.  IQware is both a Master Data 
Management  (MDM)  application  and  a  rule-based  development  tool  to  create  new  and/or  enhance  existing 
critical applications that deliver the right data to the right place at the right time.

Using the IQware approach a pharmacy application was created, tested and deployed for about $1M and in about  
10 months. Competing apps took more than $5M and 5 years to create just the first version. Doing it with IQware  
delivered a more flexible solution that can continuously respond to changing needs. 

IQware provides the function of a Master Data Management system in that it harvests and displays data anyway  
you choose in a secure environment. IQware's patented software is a rule-based Business Intelligence (BI) and  
Master Data Management (MDM) system that morphs into the solution you need - without writing new code.  
IQware is rule-based which means that the capabilities and functions that IQware delivers are controlled by  
rules. All decisions by IQware are made at run-time – not at compile time.  When you change a rule, you  
change what IQware does – right away – with no programming required. Eliminates the never ending  
development cycle of code-compile-test-debug.

This unique IQware capability delivers unprecedented functionality and it is secure, immune to desktop viruses, 
platform  independent  and  rule-based. IQware's  attributes  are  ideal  for  handling  the  extreme  demands  of 
regualted industries information technology. 

IQware is built from the ground up to be secure. Unlike traditional software, IQware is desktop-virus-immune 
and does not require a "band-aid" or "magic software" in order to be secure.

IQware  also  provides  information  assurance  through  a  variety  of  patented  internal,  secure  mechanisms. 
Information assurance is an essential component of MDM because errors embedded in the “original content” –  
or in the acquired raw data – are significantly amplified and magnified by the “downstream” IT systems. Such IT  
systems have few reliable, independent mechanisms(s) for information verification. The consequences of such 
errors percolating through the organization are severely expensive at best - and fatal at worst.

IQware can acquire data from any source. This makes IQware ideal for deployment across existing and disparate 
IT systems. IQware’s products also extend rather than compete with the functionality of traditional Enterprise 
Resource Planning (“ERP”) systems.



IQware focuses on the regulated industries, which have the following requirements and/or desires:        (page 2)

• Tailored, secure content management, analysis, delivery and presentation 
• Information assurance and validation 
• Interactive and comprehensive reports 
• Interoperability and compatibility with new, emerging technologies 
• Many disparate data sources 
• Multiple disparate IT systems 
• Very high security with complete, tamper-proof audit trail 
• Integrate information disparate IT and legacy IT systems 
• Real-time (or nearly so) performance 

IQware’s patented software has three critical attributes: 

• It is hacker-proof and immune to desktop viruses  
• It is rule-based so it can be changed on-the-fly and without programming 
• It is interoperable so it works with emerging hand-held wireless  mobile devices  (tablets,smart 

phones)

With heightened customer interest in IT security,  IQware software provides customers a solution to secure  
software  application  requirements.  The  rule-based  nature  of  IQware’s  products  significantly  reduces  or 
eliminates the need for expensive custom code development. 

IQware’s  products  are  currently  targeted  toward  the  following  industry  segments:  Pharmacies  (retail  MTM 
implementation,  pharmacy  management  and  regulatory  compliance);  Pharmaceutical  production  (regulatory  
compliance, manufacturing); Health care (regulatory compliance, information integration,  reporting auditing);  
Federal  government  (communications,  auditing,  tracking,  analysis);  Military  (DoD,  information  integration,  
analysis,  reporting,  C3I);  Financial/Banking/Insurance;  State/Local  government  (infrastructure  monitoring. 
control and auditing)

IQware has developed and deployed applications for:
• Medication Therapy Management (MTM)
• Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS)

IQware is developing applications for:
• Patient  Centered Medical Home (Pharmacy Home)
• Health Information Exchange

Contact us for additional information and/or a demonstration:

IQware Solutions - under license and contract - is the purveyor of IQware's patented technology

Marc Ricker, CMO, IQware Solutions
Cell: (216)570-7411 
Office: (330)659-3272 x103
Email: mricker@iqwaremarketing.com

Don Seddon, CEO, IQware Solutions
Cell: (330) 697-3743                                   
Office: (330) 659-3272 x101
Email: dseddon@iqwaremarketing.com


